Abstract. Trigonometric polynomial kernels defined by Jacobi polynomials are investigated. They generalize the classical Dirichlet kernel and the Fejér kernel. The asymptotic behavior of the corresponding Fourier summation obtained is leading to optimal kernels.
The Dirichlet kernel and the Fejér kernel are basic tools in the theory of classical Fourier expansions. We introduce trigonometric polynomial kernels defined by Jacobi polynomials. One class consists of kernels with alternating signs containing the Dirichlet kernel as a special case; the other class consists of nonnegative kernels containing the Fejér kernel as a special case. Therefore, these kernels are certain parameterized generalizations of the Dirichlet kernel resp. Fejér kernel. We investigate their asymptotic behavior, finding in this way optimal kernels, where optimality is defined with respect to the generalized Lipschitz condition. Throughout this work our main reference for notation and results concerning Fourier series is [4] . For other uses of Jacobi polynomials as summability kernels we refer to [2, 6] .
Generalizations of the Dirichlet kernel
Fix A > 0. We study the following row-finite 6 factors, which are strongly related to certain Jacobi polynomials: For n £ No, k = 0, ... , n , set
and an,-k~an,k, and for t £] -n, n], denote (ii) ||£>¿||, < M for all n £ N0 .
Froo/". Statement (i) follows from the asymptotic properties of the Gamma function. In fact, we have
Hence by [1, 6.1.46], we obtain for fixed k £ No
Statement (ii) follows from asymptotic properties of Jacobi polynomials. Note that \\Di\U = bfr\R{nA-l/2'-l/2\cost)\dt. n Jo By [7, Theorem 8.21 .13], we have for Fe [j¡, n -±]
where N -n + A/2, y = -kn/2 and 1 1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6) \\Di\\x < Mx + M2--fjrr,-r= / ^-t^tt < Afi +M3-1-r / -5-, 11 "H1-2iX+l/2)nnx/2Jx/n (smt/2y-n*~x Jx/n tl with constants Mx, M2, A/3 > 0 not depending on n , and (ii) follows. D
As is known, Theorem 1 yields (cf. 
Generalizations of the Fejér kernel
In this section we consider positive sums of the trigonometric polynomials A^ie"). First note that *,-*-.
»! /ri/2'-,/2)(cos/)
Dn(e") = W. jP(-l/2,A-l/2)(1) '
where P"'^'(x) denotes «th Jacobi polynomial with the usual normalization Fix A > 1 and 0 < p < A -1. For n £ N0, k = 0, ... , n , set
Further, set ßf,'" = 2~lk=obi',k and denote
Now using a profound result by Gasper [5] implies that Fni'ft(e") > 0 for all t £ ] -n, n]. Note that for A = 1 and p = 0, we have the classical Fejér kernel. Since for A > 1 and 0 < p < A -1 the kernel functions F^'ß are positive, we investigate their first Fourier coefficients. From (8), (9) and (1), (2) we obtain
We prove now that lim"_00(F"/l'/i)~(l) = 1 is valid. In fact, given e > 0, we choose «o e N such that 1 -ik+$k++l-\) < e f°r eaca k > no-Thus, for « > «o, Therefore, we have to show that the il/ßn'ß)Y,k=obi'k tends t0 zer0 with n -» oo. The asymptotic of the Gamma function yields «0 JX;2 = 0(n") fornico.
A:=0
To determine the asymptotic order of ßn'* we prove the following auxiliary result, which is likely to be known. 
